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TOUR Transalp from 26.9. to 2.10.2021 in contrasts in the Indian Summer 
 

Fantastic season final 
 

Soft light plays around vast mountain ranges, angular peaks rise 

into steel-blue skies, the trees adorn themselves with a yellow-red 

dress. The mild and clear air heavy with sweet Indian summer 

fragrances reveals great vistas of the picturesque landscape. Does 

all this sound a bit kitsch? Well it might do if the Transalp Tour did 

not require maximum physical endurance  

 

Bielefeld, August 3 2021. The new dates for the racing classic across the Alps 

from 26 September to 2 October 2021 promise to provide the perfect mental 

compensation for physical exertions. In the South of Alps September and October 

are considered especially stable months weather-wise and offer stunning views. 

Making a perfect fit for this Indian summer air is this year’s route meandering 

through the mountains off the tourist track while breaking completely new 

ground – over 782 kilometres and cumulative elevations of 17,800 m.  

 

Although the TOUR Transalp will already wind through the Alps for the 18th time 

in 2021, racing manager Marc Scheider has managed to create a route that 

sparkles with both remote novelties and cultural sensations alike. “On this year’s 

TOUR Transalp the landscapes and cultures are enormously varied. When viewing 

the peaks of the Dolomite Alps at an altitude of 3,000 m, you would hardly 

believe that you could soon be rolling through the vines of the Prosecco region in 

Veneto. You are in for the same surprise freewheeling down from the Manghen 

Pass into the Lagorai Range to the Adige Valley to then pedal along vines again 

on the banks of Lake Kaltern. This exciting variety of landscapes and cultures is 

what makes the TOUR Transalp so special in 2021,” Marc Schneider reveals.  

  

Alongside new, inconspicuous, but no less panoramic passes away from the 

tourist hustle and bustle, such as the Forcella Franche or the ride over Monte 

Grappa, there are of course also renowned passes that everyone should add to 

their own Alpine pass collection. Thus, that true Transalp character is awakened 

on devilishly steep yet enchanting ascents, such as the Furkelpass, the Forcella 

Aurine or the Passo Cereda, if not before. Here, tortuous groans will be 

accompanied by cries of enthusiastic amazement at the dreamlike views. The 

new mix also includes classic highlights such as the Passo Valparola, the 

Falzarego and the Rolle as well as the unique Manghen Pass. 
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Other all-new additions are five of the eight stage locations: Bruneck, San 

Martino di Castrozza, Possagno, Asolo and Lavarone which have never been 

visited before. So completely new impressions are even to be had for the most 

loyal TOUR Transalp aficionados at the end of season.    

 

All information and the registration can be found on www.tour-transalp.de/en. 

 

Press releases and images can be downloaded under https://tour-

transalp.de/en/press/. 
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